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An ace & inherited Vedic Astrology practitioner SHUBHA JAVARIA have 
been into the art of forecasting the future from last 16 years for 
Individuals, corporates & financial markets. 

She is well known for guiding the people in practical spin and believes in 
empowering an individual by assessing future trends based on their 
Horoscope & zodiac reading, so that one can have maximum benefit & 
strategies accordingly. She has been successfully predicting the stock 
market from last 5 years extended her guidance to many investors and 
traders. 
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BEARISH TREND IS FADING OFF – A SILVER LINING IN SIGHT

We are the best at what we do! It has been proven beyond doubt, time and again, that our Financial

predictions are precise and accurate and they have been extremely beneficial to our subscribers. Our most

unique and accurate prediction of Nifty falling to a new low along with extremely accurate date predictions of

the market reaching the bottom in March helped our customers take informed decisions and actions

that benefited them financially.

In our March outlook, we were extremely bearish and were crystal clear that Nifty would plummet to four

figure levels and the third week of March will follow an extremely bearish trend. The bears are finally bowing

down and the bearish trend which was rampant during the month of March, especially during the last week,
has finally come to an end.

Come April, we will witness the market behave in a completely different pattern as compared to the earlier

months of March and February this year. The bears are finally slowing down, whilst the bulls are gathering

courage to make a comeback and will soon pull the market back on track.

In the first three weeks, the market will experience a tough fight between the bulls and the bears, due to

which the market will be highly volatile, however a positive trend will soon emerge and bring about stability.



Outlook for APRIL -2018

Markets to start an upward trend, but after a volatile journey!

As we accurately predicted, March was a roller coaster ride with Nifty dropping to a four figure level. As per the 

Astro graphs, Nifty has created bottom in the month of March and that is where the bottom of the entire bearish 
rally is formed.

The Astro charts further indicate that the market will witness two bearish phases. It already went through the first 

and most adverse bearish phase in the month of March. The second bearish and less intense phase will be 

witnessed in the month of April where the market comes to retest the bottom.

Market will find its turning in the month of April but with a bit of hesitation. In the initial three weeks, it could be a 
volatile journey however the fourth week will see the beginning of an upward journey.

In the initial two weeks, weak days will shed majority of gains, hence it could be a little tricky to trade. The first two 

weeks will also witness very high intensity intraday rallies or intraday fall. This could be a good opportunity for long 

term investors to take long positions.

March saw markets plunge to a new low. Fueled by intensifying fears of a trade war, weak global cues further 

dampened overall investor sentiments. However, as per the readings from the charts, on the geopolitical front, April 

will be a peaceful month and in fact the end of the month will see some positive news making headlines.



Important Dates in April

April 05 will be a good bullish day.

April 16 and 17 will be bearish days.

Expert Recommendations

After going through a roller coaster ride in the past weeks, the month of April will definitely offer good buying 

opportunities but, one should stay in the clear and have the courage to sail through this volatile trend. Although 
the market will inch upwards, it is not going to be smooth sailing as yet, as market volatility is at a high.
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DISCLAIMER

Please be informed that the following details are for only purpose of 
education. It is neither trading advice nor an invitation to trade. For 
trading advise please have the consultation of affiliated advisor or 
broker.


